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Slug flow is commonly observed in gas production offshore fields. At high operation pressure only short
hydrodynamic slugs are observed. However, as the offshore fields become older, the operation pressure
becomes lower and long slugs may form. At near atmospheric pressures the long slugs may reach a size of
500 pipe diameters or more. Such slugs can cause serious operational failures due to the strong fluctuat-
ing pressure. Identifying the operation pressure conditions at which the long slugs appear, may reduce or
prevent these negative effects.

In this paper we process and analyse gas–liquid flow measurements in order to investigate the different
slug types and their sensitivity to the operation pressure. The measurements were performed in a 103 m
long pipe with an internal diameter of 0.069 m and an inclination of�0.1� from the horizontal. Three types
of slugs were categorized according to the difference in liquid levels (liquid excess) between the slug front
and tail. The long slugs were found to have the largest liquid excess after formation, whereas the hydrody-
namic slugs had no liquid excess. The analysis of the measurements provides a detailed overview on the
effect of pressure on the long slug length, and a safe operation region where long slugs will not appear.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The cocurrent flow of gas and liquid in horizontal and near hor-
izontal pipes results in a number of flow patterns. A stratified flow
occurs at relatively low gas and liquid flow rates whereby the gas
moves on top of the liquid. At higher rates of gas and liquid a slug
flow pattern might exist where plugs of liquid move downstream
separated by elongated bubbles moving along the top of the pipe.
Although mostly short hydrodynamic slugs are observed, long
slugs with sizes reaching 500 pipe diameters or more may form
if the operation pressure becomes sufficiently low, e.g. in older
gas production offshore fields. Such long slugs induce strong pres-
sure fluctuations large enough to cause severe operational failures.
Therefore, identifying the transition to the long slugs and the crit-
ical pressure at which they may appear, will be helpful in prevent-
ing or reducing such future operational failures.

Two main theoretical approaches are used to predict the transi-
tion from stratified to slug flow: stability of stratified flow and sta-
bility of slug flow. The stability of stratified flow was initially used
by Hanratty and Hershman (1961) to describe waves on thin films
over which air is blowing. A number of researchers Wallis and Dob-
bins (1973), Lin and Hanratty (1986) and Wu et al. (1987) followed
this analysis to investigate the viscous long wavelength wave
ll rights reserved.
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instability (VLW). The VLW theory successfully predicts that
increasing the pipe size requires larger gas flow rates for the tran-
sition from stratified to slug flow in air–water horizontal pipe flow.
The stability of slug flow considers the amount of liquid entering
and leaving the slug. The slug becomes neutrally stable, not growing
neither decaying, when a volumetric liquid balance is reached be-
tween the slug front and tail. This balance results in a minimum li-
quid area at the front, below it the slug becomes unstable
(Bendiksen, 1984; Ruder et al., 1989; Woods and Hanratty, 1996).

Slug lengths have been reported to be in a range of 12–30D for
horizontal air–water flow (Dukler and Hubbard, 1975; Nicholson
et al., 1978; Nydal et al., 1992). This type of slugs is known as
hydrodynamic. Kristiansen (2004) found a similar range of slug
lengths for gas–liquid near horizontal pipe flow when introducing
slugs at the inlet. However, when introducing stratified flow at the
inlet he observed both short hydrodynamic and long slugs. Zoete-
weij (2007) observed very long slugs reaching 500 pipe diameters.
The long slugs form at relatively low gas and liquid velocities,
where two sub-regimes are observed: neutrally stable, and grow-
ing slugs (Kadri et al., 2009).

In this paper we analyse measurements performed by Kristian-
sen (2004) in a 103 m long gas–liquid near horizontal pipe flow
with an internal diameter of 0.069 m. The measurements were
performed with air or high density gas at atmospheric and higher
operation pressures. The analysis of the measurements is unique in
the sense that it provides a simple mechanism for the appearance
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a slug.
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of different slug types in the long slug regime. Slugs were catego-
rized into three types according to the difference in liquid levels (li-
quid excess) between the front and tail: (1) slugs with large and
initially constant excess; (2) slugs with decreasing excess; and
(3) slugs with no excess. Slugs with large liquid excess can grow
to become very long, whereas slugs that have no liquid excess
are the shortest. We also found that small changes in the liquid ex-
cess, at the formation time, may result in large differences in slug
length. Moreover, we identified the operation pressures at which
the growing and stable slugs may appear.

A background on the theoretical approaches, stability of strati-
fied flow and slug stability, is given in Section 2. Section 3 provides
a description of the experimental facility and methods used for
performing the measurements. A discrimination method between
slug types is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we present results of
the effect of slug types on the slug length at atmospheric and high
operation pressures. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sec-
tion 6.

2. Background

2.1. Stratified flow pattern

An idealized model of the stratified flow pattern is represented
by a simplified geometry. The diameter of the pipe is D. The height
of the liquid layer along the centerline is hL. The length of the seg-
ments of the pipe circumference in contact with the gas and liquid
are SG and SL, respectively. The length of the gas–water interface is
denoted by Si. The areas occupied by the gas and the liquid are AG

and AL, respectively. Given the pipe diameter, these parameters can
be calculated, from measurements of hL, by using geometric rela-
tions (e.g. Govier and Aziz, 1972). The momentum balances for
the gas and the liquid flows are as follows:

�AG
dp
dx

� �
þqGg cosh

dhG

dx

� �� �
�sWGSG�siSiþqGAGg sinh¼0; ð1Þ

�AL
dp
dx

� �
þqLg cosh

dhL

dx

� �� �
�sWLSLþsiSiþqLALg sinh¼0; ð2Þ

where qG and qL are the gas and the liquid densities, h is the incli-
nation angle of the pipe from the horizontal, dp=dx is the pressure
gradient, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and dhG=dx and
dhL=dx are the gas and liquid hydraulic gradients, respectively.

The time-averaged stress of the gas and liquid phases at the wall
and the stress at the interface, sWG; sWL and si, are defined in terms
of friction factors, and calculated using the Blasius equation if
Re < 105 and the wall roughness effect can be ignored, otherwise
the Churchill equation is used (see Churchill, 1977). Due to the pres-
ence of waves at the interface, the interfacial friction factor becomes
larger than the friction factor for a smooth surface. In this paper we
use an estimation for the interfacial friction factor suggested by
Hurlburt and Hanratty (2002). For given flow rates of liquid and
gas Eqs. (1) and (2) are used to find the pressure gradient and the
height of the liquid layer. However, these equations do not deter-
mine the stability of the stratified flow.

2.1.1. Average liquid area
The average liquid area, AL ¼ ALavg , is calculated from the

momentum balances for the stratified flow pattern, Eqs. (1) and
(2). Substituting AL ¼ ALavg and AG ¼ A� ALavg , Kadri et al. (2009)
wrote Eq. (1) in the following form:

dp
dx

� �
¼ sWGSG � siSi

A� ALavg

þ qGg sin h: ð3Þ

The average liquid area is the initial plane stratified flow in the pipe.
This occurs when the pressure gradients of the two phases balance
at the interface. Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) and assuming a fully
developed horizontal pipe flow, Kadri et al. (2009) obtained a rela-
tion for ALavg as follows:

ALavg ¼ A
sWLSL � siSi

sWLSL þ sWGSG
: ð4Þ

The average liquid height hLavg is calculated using Eq. (4) and geo-
metric relations (e.g. Govier and Aziz, 1972). Eq. (4) successfully
predicts the inverse proportionality between the gas flow rates
and hLavg .

2.2. Slug stability model

The slug stability model considers the rates of liquid entering or
leaving the slug at its front or rear. Slugs are stable (not decaying)
when the rates of liquid entering are not less than the rates leaving
the slug. Fig. 1 gives an illustration of a slug moving with front
velocity CF over a stratified liquid layer at station 1 of area AL1

and actual velocity u1. The volumetric flow rate of liquid entering
the slug is

Qin ¼ ðCF � u1ÞAL1: ð5Þ

The rear of the slug is assumed to behave as a bubble moving with a
velocity CB. The volume fraction of the gas in the slug is e. The vol-
umetric flow rate of the liquid leaving the slug is

Qout ¼ ðCB � u3Þð1� eÞA at station 3: ð6Þ

The parameter u3 is the actual liquid velocity at station 3. Assuming
neutral stability, Qin ¼ Qout and CF ¼ CB, and making use of Eqs. (5)
and (6), the following relation is obtained for the area of the strat-
ified layer at the front:

AL1

A

� �
crit

¼ ðCB � u3Þð1� eÞ
ðCB � u1Þ

: ð7Þ

Using Eq. (7) and geometric relations, the critical height, hLcrit
, at the

slug front required for the slug to be neutrally stable is obtained. A
detailed analysis of the slug stability model is well documented by
Hurlburt and Hanratty (2002) and Soleimani and Hanratty (2003).

3. Experiments

The experiments analysed in this paper have been carried out
by Kristiansen (2004) who investigated the transition from strati-
fied to slug flow in multiphase pipe flow. The multiphase flow lab-
oratory facility that was used is the SINTEF (The Foundation for
Scientific and Industrial Research) flow loop located in Trondheim,
Norway.

The flow loop was configured as an open loop when operating at
atmospheric experiments, and as a closed system for experiments
at higher pressures. The loop is 217 m long with 0.069 m internal
diameter near horizontal pipe. A sketch of the experimental setup
is given in Figs. 2 and 3 for open and closed loop configurations,
respectively. The inlet is 114 m long adjusted with an inclination
of �1� from the horizontal to ensure stratified flow at the inlet.



Fig. 2. Sketch of the SINTEF experimental setup for an open loop configuration.
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The inlet ends in a 180� u-turn, and the last 103 m is the test sec-
tion with an inclination of �0.1�. The geometry configuration of the
flow loop is given in Fig. 4.

The fluids used in the experiments were air or Sulfur hexafluo-
ride ðSF6Þ gas, and oil ðExxsolD80Þ. Air was used when operating at
atmospheric conditions, whereas SF6 in higher pressure experi-
ments. Sulfur hexafluoride ðSF6Þ is a dense gas with density
approximately 5.5 times that of air, simulating high pressure con-
ditions (natural gas up to 65 bar).

The liquid height was measured using 6 single-energy narrow-
beam gamma densitometers, at locations: 19.4, 100, 128, 161, 182,
and 200 m from the inlet (i.e. L=D ¼ 280; 1452; 1859; 2339; 2642
and 2903, respectively). The gamma densitometers were calibrated
Fig. 3. Sketch of the SINTEF experimental
using a two-point calibration in single-phase liquid and gas,
respectively. The slug length was calculated at the sensors in the
test section (last four sensors). Note that the slug length measure-
ments presented in this paper are calculated at the last sensor
downstream, where the development time is the largest.

The tests were performed in series with constant gas rate and
increasing liquid rate, always starting as stratified flow. The full
description of the test conditions can be found in Kristiansen
(2004). A summary of the test conditions and fluids properties is
shown in Table 1.

All measurements presented in this paper have been processed
according to the different slug types presented in the next section.
The processed measurements are addressed as ‘‘measurements”.
setup for a closed loop configuration.



Fig. 4. Side and top views of the geometry configuration of the flow loop.
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4. Definition of slug types by liquid excess

The slug formation is associated with liquid depletion at the tail
of the slug (Woods and Hanratty, 1999). The slug becomes neutrally
Table 1
Summary of test conditions and fluid properties.

Pipe diameter (m) 0.069
Pipe length (m) 217.24
Test section length (m) 103
Inlet section inclination (�) �1
Test section inclination (�) �0.1
Gas phase Air or SF6 gas
Liquid phase ExxsolD80 oil
Gas density ðkg=m3Þ 1.2, 9, 19, 46, 52

Liquid density ðkg=m3Þ 810
Air viscosity (kg/ms) 1:8� 10�5

Gas ðSF6Þ viscosity (kg/ms) 1:5� 10�5

Liquid viscosity (kg/ms) 0.0018
Interfacial tension ðroil=airÞ (N/m) 0.025
Interfacial tension ðroil=SF6

Þ (N/m) 0.021
Pressure (bar a) 1, 1.5, 3, 7, 8
USG ðm=sÞ 0.2–8
USL ðm=sÞ 0.05–0.5
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Fig. 5. Time traces of different slug types in SF6 gas–oil pipe flow, D ¼ 0:069 m; h
stable, neither growing nor decaying, when a volumetric balance
between the liquid leaving, at the tail, and entering the slug, at
the front, is reached. For a constant gas density and a continuous
liquid phase, it can be shown from conservation of mass of the li-
quid phase that the liquid heights at the tail and front should be
equal in order to reach neutral stability. That happens when the
slug front approaches the tail of a second slug downstream, and
the liquid excess becomes zero (i.e. that is why the first slug in
the pipe can grow indefinitely).
4.1. Discrimination between slug types in measurements

Fig. 5 presents an example of time traces of three different slug
types measured with the first sensor downstream of the initiation
of each slug. Note that since Fig. 5 presents time traces of the liquid
height measured at a fixed point, the front of each slug is on the left
side of the slug (the information is moving from right to left). In
Fig. 5a, the liquid height at the slug front is constant along a rela-
tively large distance downstream, and remarkably higher than the
liquid height at the tail. This observation indicates that such a slug
is not influenced by the presence of a second slug (probably far)
downstream. Such slugs are defined as type I. Slugs type I will keep
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growing until the front (which moves faster than the tail) ap-
proaches the tail of the next slug downstream. In Fig. 5b, the liquid
height at the front decreases as a slug moves downstream. In this
case, the slug growth is dependent on the downstream liquid
depletion due to the existence of a second slug downstream. This
type of slugs is defined as type II. In Fig. 5c, the liquid at the front
and at the tail are equal, indicating a fully developed slug where
the slug front approaches the tail of a second slug downstream.
This type of slugs is denoted as type III.

The overall slug type of each measurement is denoted as one of
the three types only if at least 90% of the individual slugs share the
same type. Otherwise, the overall slug type is addressed as
‘‘undefined”.

Note that the surface roughness increases with the gas flow
rate. Thus, slugs type I develop on a smoother interface. This might
be counterintuitive when looking at Fig. 5 due to the scale of the x-
axis of each subplot.
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Fig. 6. Time traces of different slug types in air–oil pipe flow, D ¼ 0:069 m;

h ¼ �0:1� ; P ¼ 1 bar: (a) type I, (b) type II, and (c) type III. The experiments were
performed by Kristiansen (2004).
4.2. Measurements of the liquid excess, DhL

In order to calculate the average liquid excess of the different
slug types the following steps are made: (1) The time traces of
the liquid height are examined at the first sensor where slugs are
observed, at constant gas and liquid flow rates. (2) The average li-
quid height at the tail, hLtail

, is calculated from the average height
around the lowest point in the tail of each slug in the time traces.
(3) The average liquid height at the front, hLfront

, is calculated from
the average over a distance on the order of 10D from the front of
all slugs in the time traces. (4) The average liquid excess of each
measurement is calculated as follows:

DhL ¼ hLfront
� hLtail

: ð8Þ
4.3. Theoretical predictions of the liquid excess, DhL

4.3.1. Slugs type I
At low gas and liquid flow rates, where the slug frequency is rel-

atively low, a forming slug is far enough from a second slug down-
stream, as mentioned above. As a result, the liquid height at the
front is not affected by the presence of the second slug. In this case,
the liquid height at the front is the average height of the stratified
flow, hLfront

¼ hLavg , whereas the liquid height at the tail is the min-
imum height calculated by slug stability ðhLtail

¼ hLcrit
Þ. Therefore,

the liquid excess of slugs type I is calculated as follows:

ðDhLÞtypeI ¼ hLavg � hLcrit
; ð9Þ

where hLavg and hLcrit
are calculated from Eqs. (4) and (7), respec-

tively. A comparison between the predicted and measured liquid
heights is given in Fig. 6a.
4.3.2. Slugs type II
Increasing the gas or liquid flow rates results in higher slug fre-

quency (e.g. Gregory and Scott, 1969). At a sufficiently high fre-
quency the liquid height at the front of the slug is affected by the
presence of another slug downstream, so that the average liquid
height at the front is lower than the initial height as presented in
Fig. 6b. In this case, DhL is approximated by the average height be-
tween hLavg and hLcrit

as follows:

ðDhLÞtypeII ¼
hLavg � hLcrit

2
: ð10Þ

Eq. (10) presents an upper limit of ðDhLÞtypeII.
4.3.3. Slugs type III
Further increase of the flow rates results in the generation of a

larger number of slugs. In this case, a forming slug reaches neutral
stability immediately after formation. Thus, the liquid height at the
front and tail are approximately the same (see Fig. 6c), thus:

ðDhLÞtypeIII ¼ 0: ð11Þ
5. Results

In this section we compare theoretical predictions of the liquid
excess, DhL, of the different slug types with (the processed) mea-
surements. Additionally, we present a flow map and slug length
measurements, at atmospheric and higher operation pressures,
and identify the conditions at which the long slugs form.

5.1. Slug types and the normalized liquid excess, DhL=D

Fig. 7 comparesDhL=D of the three slug types at atmospheric pres-
sure and different USG. The gas and liquid phases are air and oil
ðExxsolD80Þ, and the pipe diameter D ¼ 0:069 m. Slugs type I are rep-
resented by filled triangles (N), type II by circles (�), and type III by
stars (*). The solid (-), dashed–dotted (- �), and dashed (- -) lines
are the theoretical predictions of ðDhLÞtypeI; ðDhLÞtypeII, and ðDhLÞtypeIII ,
calculated by Eqs. (9)–(11), respectively. The agreement between
the theoretical predictions and measurements of the different slug
types is satisfactory. However, Eq. (9) underpredicts and shows a
wrong trend of ðDhLÞtypeI at USG < 1 m= s. This discrepancy is due to
the undeveloped liquid height at the tail, which drops below hLcrit

when a slug forms and, at low gas flow rates, slowly rebuilds to reach
hLcrit

. This observation indicates a larger growth rate in slugs type I
(due to the larger liquid excess) and a slower development (due to
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Fig. 7. Measurements and predictions of DhL for the different slug types, in air–oil
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the lower flow rates). In the figure, we see that slugs type I have the
largest liquid excess, type III have approximately zero excess, and the
excess in type II is intermediate.

It is worth noting that the measurements presented in Fig. 7
were performed at different USL. At constant USG, slugs type I have
the lowest USL, whereas slugs type III have the largest. The flow
rates flow map is further discussed in the next sub-section.
5.2. The length of the different slug types at atmospheric pressure

Dukler et al. (1985) proposed a model in which a relation be-
tween the minimum stable slug length and the Reynolds number
in the slug was obtained. Based on the model by Dukler et al.
(1985), a stable slug (i.e. not decaying) has an initial minimum
length of 8D < LS < 16D, for the range of flow conditions presented
in this paper. At relatively high gas and liquid flow rates, each two
neighbouring slugs may collide and double their lengths (e.g. Kris-
tiansen, 2004). Since the slug is moving at velocities larger than the
downstream liquid it absorbs any liquid excess between the slug
tail and front. This is the key difference between the three types.
A slug type III becomes neutrally stable immediately after forma-
tion, so that it can only grow by collision between slugs reaching,
on average, a length of 16D < LS < 32D. However, slugs type I and
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experiments done by Kristiansen (2004).
type II will grow further until the tail of the next slug downstream
is approached, where DhL ¼ 0 and CF ¼ CB are satisfied.

Woods and Hanratty (1999) defined sub-regimes in the slug
flow regime based on the Froude number Fr ¼ uL=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghL

p
and the

location of slug formation. They claimed that slugs that form with-
in a distance of 40D from the inlet are dependent on the design of
the inlet. These slugs, form at supercritical flow conditions ðFr > 1Þ,
and have a maximum initial length of 40D. In this paper, we define
LS ¼ 40D as the transition from short hydrodynamic to long slugs
(Zoeteweij, 2007). The sub-plots in Fig. 8 show a flow map (on
the left) and slug length measurements (on the right) in air–oil
near horizontal pipe flow at atmospheric operation pressure. The
transition between the short hydrodynamic and the long slugs is
presented by the gray bold-solid line. The dashed line (–) is the
predictions by slug stability model for the transition from stratified
to slug flow. In Fig. 8, we obtain that only slugs type I have grown to
become long ðLS > 40DÞ. Slugs type II are mostly larger than slugs
type III. However, both types are hydrodynamic ðLS < 40DÞ. In the
flow map, we also find that slugs type I (the only long slugs here)
are found at relatively small USG and USL. This observation is in
agreement with the detailed measurements and theoretical calcu-
lations of the long slug regime by Kadri et al. (2009).
5.3. The length of the different slug types at P ¼ 1:5 bar a
ðqG ¼ 9 kg=m3Þ

In Fig. 9, the gas phase is SF6 at the operation pressure
P ¼ 1:5 bar a (the effective density, qG ¼ 9 kg=m3, simulates an
operating pressure of 12 bar). In the slug length measurements
(on the right) we notice that all slugs type I are long, as in the atmo-
spheric case in Fig. 8. However, part of the slugs type II are also
long, unlike the atmospheric case. On the other hand, all slugs type
III are short. It is worth noting that slugs type III may double their
length when two slugs collide and merge as a single slug. It is also
remarkable, that the long slugs type II differ fundamentally from
the long slugs type I. Long slugs type II form at flow rates large en-
ough to create large waves downstream. The growth of the long
slugs type II involves collisions with these large waves.

An interesting observation was found at measurements of sim-
ilar flow rates but with a small difference in the initial liquid excess
that resulted in large differences in the final slug length. As an
example, in the flow map of Fig. 9 there are two measurements
at USL ¼ 0:17 m=s, and USG ¼ 1 m=s denoted as M1 and M2, where
ðDhLÞM1 is 3% larger than ðDhLÞM2. Although the difference between
ðDhLÞM1 and ðDhLÞM2 is relatively small, the difference of the final
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in air–oil pipe flow, D ¼ 0:069 m; h ¼ �0:1� ; P ¼ 1 bar. The data were derived from
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slug length in the two measurements is remarkably large:
ðLS=DÞM1 ¼ 112, whereas ðLS=DÞM2 ¼ 72.
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(the effective density, qG ¼ 18:5 kg=m3, simulates an operating pressure of 23 bar).
The experiments were performed by Kristiansen (2004).
5.4. The length of the different slug types at P ¼ 3 bar a
ðqG ¼ 18:5 kg=m3Þ

Operating at higher pressure results in higher critical flow rates
and hLcrit

required for the transition to slug flow (Eq. (7)), on the one
hand, and lower flow rates and hLavg of the stratified flow (Eqs. (1),
(2) and (4)), on the other hand. As a results, the slug flow region
‘‘shrinks”. This shrinkage can be seen by comparing the flow maps
presented in Figs. 9 and 10.

In the flow map of Fig. 10, we find that increasing the operation
pressure, P ¼ 3 bar a (the effective density, qG ¼ 18:5 kg=m3, simu-
lates an operating pressure of 23 bar), results in the appearance of
slugs only at higher USL, as shown in the flow map. In this set of
measurements no slugs type I were observed in the same measure-
ments, and all long slugs are type II with lengths that do not exceed
70D. At low flow rates, slugs type II and type III, and waves were ob-
served, simultaneously. Such slug measurements, at which multi-
ple slug types appeared, were indicated as ‘‘undefined slugs” in
Fig. 10. Time traces of these slugs show the combination of slugs
type II, type III, and large waves, as presented in Fig. 11. These slugs
form close to the inlet (of the test section) and propagate at rela-
tively low velocities. As a result, the slugs are being formed within,
relatively, small distances, leading to a larger slug frequency com-
pared with that of the long slugs. In addition, increasing USL results,
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contrary to slugs type I, in increasing LS (see slug numbers in
Fig. 10).

5.5. Effect of pressure on the long slugs – summary

Fig. 12 summarizes the effect of pressure on the presence of the
long slugs in the pipe. In the figure, the bullets (�) represent measure-
ments of the maximum slug length in the pipe at the given flow con-
ditions, whereas the filled triangles (N) represent the average length
of the long slugs. For a gas density of air at atmospheric and near
atmospheric operation pressures, the long slugs (a and b) are the lon-
gest in the long slug region ðLS > 150DÞ. On the other hand, at gas
density 18:5 < qG < 52 kg=m3 simulating operation pressure of
23 < P < 65 bar, the long slugs are neutrally stable and their length
did not exceed LS ¼ 70D. Above qG ¼ 52 kg=m3 ðP > 65 barÞ, no long
slugs have been observed.

From Figs. 8–10 and 12 we conclude that the average slug length
decreases when increasing the operation pressure, at constant USG

and USL. This conclusion is in agreement with findings by Ujang et
al. (2006), who examined the pressure effect on the slug frequency
at flow conditions and a pipe diameter similar to these presented
in this paper. Ujang et al. (2006) reported that the slug frequency
is not sensitive to a change in the operation pressure. When increas-
ing the operating pressure DhL decreases (Eqs. (4) and (7)), and since
the slug frequency remains constant the slug length has to decrease
in order to conserve the liquid mass.

6. Conclusions

(1) Slug flow measurements have been analysed in order to
investigate the sub-regimes in the long slug regime, and
the effect of pressure on the appearance of the long slugs.

(2) Slugs have been categorized into three types according to
the liquid excess between the front and tail: (1) type I – slugs
that are unaffected by the presence of other slugs down-
stream. They have relatively large and constant initial liquid
excess. Due to the large liquid excess, this type of slugs may
become extremely long Oð100DÞ; (2) type II – slugs moving
over a depleted liquid layer due to the passage of other slugs.
Thus, these slugs have a decreasing liquid excess. Depending
on the flow conditions, the length of this type of slugs varies
from short hydrodynamic to long; and (3) type III – fully
developed slugs with no liquid excess. These slugs are the
shortest, being 8–16D long at low flow rates, but double
their lengths at larger flow rates due to collisions and merg-
ing with other slugs.

(3) Theoretical predictions by stratified and slug stability mod-
els correctly predict DhL of the different slug types. However,
the models underpredict ðDhLÞtypeI at USG < 1 m=s.

(4) At atmospheric pressure, the long slugs were found to be
type I. When increasing the liquid flow rates, the frequency
of slugs type I increases, and neutral stability is reached ear-
lier in the pipe, due to the presence of a larger number of
slugs. As a result, the slug length decreases.

(5) Increasing the operation pressure results, on one hand, in
larger flow rates that are required for the transition from
stratified to slug flow. On the other hand, the stratified liquid
height decreases (due to the larger gas density), and slugs
become neutrally stable earlier. As a result, slugs become
shorter and the long slug sub-regime ‘‘shrinks”.

(6) Slugs type II may also become long (LS > 40D). However, the
mechanism behind their growth is related to the collision
and absorption of large waves travelling downstream.

(7) Slugs type I have not been observed at qG P 18:5 kg=m3

ðP P 23 barÞ. At 18:5 < qG < 46 kg=m3 ð23 < P < 65 barÞ
the long slugs were only type II, neutrally stable at the outlet,
with lengths less than 70D. At qG ¼ 52 kg=m3 ðP ¼ 65 barÞ
only short hydrodynamic slugs (type III) were found.

(8) Slight changes in the liquid excess can lead to large differ-
ence in the final slug length, and thus slug frequency.
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